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Abstract

Evaluation of project physical progress through statistical data prepared by project staff
and project managers may cause problems in the quality of the obtained results due to human
error and approximations. Therefore, making use of image and video items of as-constructed
situation of projects, and their comparison with prototype models can yield detailed reports on
the status of project progress. Producing site images in the form of as-built data, image analysis
through image processing techniques, and comparison with prototype models is a new and
rapidly growing method for preparing project progress reports.
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1. Introduction

In construction industry, project progress control is considered as one of the most

significant success factors in projects. Currently, identifying potential deviations from efficiency

and productivity in the field of construction activities is of great importance to project managers.

This has been taken into consideration for achieving effective preventive measures for avoiding,

or at least minimizing, these deviations.

To monitor project progress, project control processing performed by the written data and

information prepared by project members are compared with the prototype data that are usually

defined as an approximation of project. It is evident that both the prototype and as-constructed

data are approximate and can be misleading due to various reasons such as not being based on

detailed and precise data [1]. In the area of project prototype data preparation, extensive studies

have been conducted and significant results have been obtained. Three-dimensional mapping,

preparation of building information models (B.I.M.) [2] and development of B.I.M. models to

four-dimensional building information models that have linked these models to time dimension,

have turned into reliable sources of information to be used as prototype data for designed

projects.

On the other hand, numerous studies have been conducted and numerous articles have

been presented on how to obtain as-constructed data of projects. Visual techniques, processing
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and comparison with prototype data makes provision of information on project progress a

considerably easy and reliable process.

Based on previously conducted studies, the present paper investigates the methods of

obtaining manufactory images, their analysis, and finally their comparison with project prototype

models for producing reports on project physical progress.

2. Extraction of three-dimensional elements from images and their

comparison with project prototype model

In this method, images of the intended sights are obtained at first. After extraction,

processing, and justification of the intended elements, they are retrieved in three-dimensional

mode, and then are compared with the corresponding members in the prototype model.

2.1. Obtaining site data

Obtaining images from the construction site is an important preliminary stage in project

progress control. Depending on the quality of image data obtained from construction site, image

processing yields different progress control results; therefore, effective criteria for installation of

cameras and image data management for successful photo processing are among determining

success factors in construction industry. First, cameras should be positioned so appropriately that

the overlap of construction site views is minimized. If cameras are steady and placed in a proper

height, then the chances for collecting consistent and appropriate photos increase. Secondly, the

cameras must be programmable and have motion, rotation and zooming capabilities. These

motion functions that are coordinated by a scheduling feature allow construction engineers to

look freely and record specific activities in a customized way. Thirdly, cameras must be efficient

in information transfer. Wireless or wired local area networks with internet connection can be

beneficial for transferring data to the main server[3].
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Fig 1: Extraction steps of interested elements of photos and diagnosis element made by
comparing the basic model

2.2. Justification of photos taken from different locations

For justification of photos, a concept has been presented that can be appropriate for construction

site situation with photos of cross-sectional and non-customized coverage. This concept (shown

in Fig. 2) combines the structure from motion technique (S.F.M.) [4, 5] through viewing control

points in (C.S.R.S.). Mutual registration is resolved by these control points as the construction

model should also be available in CSRS. It is worth to note that the construction site has been

obtained in several stages and cannot be understood by coverage photos from any position. A

barrier may have been created by a construction equipment, or there might be areas that are not

available due to the presence of huge items (such as a trailer) or for similar reasons. For high

positions, such as a crane or a nearby building, it is likely that a group of photos will not be of

proper coverage with one another, or at least have no relationship or similarity for automatic

detection. It should also be considered that a construction site is a dynamic environment; that is,

the recording condition may change when taking photos or at least between the two stages of
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photography. In addition, it should be considered that for each time interval, new photos must be

in the same and fixed coordinate system [6].

Fig. 2: The method of Justifying Pictures [7]

Based on the requirements, the method shown in Fig. 2 is recommended [7]. Through the SFM

process, the proper justification for photos is determined. At least two photos should be selected

for the observed control points for each model for absolute calculation with a spatial cut. A

bundle block adjustment is formed by combining all models at the final stage. To ensure

justification for all photos, control points must be selected well at the start of the construction

phase [7].

2.3. Image Modification

Image modification includes the removal of unwanted obstacles, noise elimination and

filling item holes to improve the resulting images; this prepares the image for comparison with

the model.
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2.3.1. Elimination of unwanted obstacles in photos

To ensure the successful detection of an item in a construction site, unwanted items

present in the image, such as cranes or other construction equipment, must be removed from the

images. The colour space of taken photos is the RGB colour space. It is proved that HSV colour

space succeeds in equipment detection in construction sites. Hue is less sensitive than RGB to

the changing light conditions; this enables Hue to distinguish between different colours.

Therefore, Hue is used for generalization of the components that need to be removed. In an HSV

image, components with different colours tend to separate from the others as Hue displays the

dominant wave length of the colour [8]. As shown in Fig. 3 of a Hue image, the crane has been

separated from the rest parts of the image; thus, a simple thresholding process converts the image

into a binary image that discards anything other than the crane. In addition, the original RGB

image is converted into a grayscale binary image and, as shown in Fig. 3, a thresholding process

removes the unwanted equipment from the image, and thus a binary image without the crane is

produced. Also, when RGB colour space is transferred to Hue space, a separation algorithm is

used to separate the background from the components. To this end, colour threshold is used for

separation which is a promising method. Colour threshold, which is based on dividing an image

into areas, can extract combinations from a component quickly and easily, if their inherent

colours are distinct enough from the colour of the surrounding environment. A large variety of

structure components (such as metal, concrete and bricks) that are tracked for progress check of

construction projects are independent and easily detectable by their colour [9].

When using colour threshold, determining the optimal threshold values is of prime

importance for minimizing separation errors. Using small thresholds increases the possibility of

the pixels being actually part of the component in question. However, this can lead to the

rejection of some real pixels which show parts of the intended component. Enlarging the

threshold results in the increased number of pixels representative of the intended item, but also in

increased possibility of pixels not being related to the target item [9].
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Fig 3: Image analysis to control the progress [8]
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2.3.2. Removing Noises and Filling the members holes

Dilation and Closing operators as well as non-linear functions, as a Median Filter [10] are

applied for these purposes. Median Filter moves pixel values with average value of environment

pixels and is effective in noise reduction. Closing and Dilation operators are forms of

morphological operator processing. The former is used for closing the internal gap or filling

holes in items, and the latter is used for thickening them. Fig. 3 shows the binary image of a

structure after nonlinear functions have been applied [3].

2.4. Comparison of prototype model with an as-built situation

2.4.1. Use method of STL[11] templates for basic models and MATLAB software

Fig. 4 presents an as-constructed view of a steel structure. Fig. 5(a) shows a complete

three-dimensional Cad model of this steel structure. The three-dimensional Cad model has been

converted to STL format, and all its parts have been imported to Matlab and have been coupled

with extracted three-dimensional data shown in Fig. 5(b). For each component, coupling is

performed by checking for the presence of any point mass with a three-dimensional range that

includes a depth of 2 mm from the surface of the components [12].

In case the number of three-dimensional data points within a given component range

from the three-dimensional Cad model is above the pre-determined threshold, that component is

considered as a constructed component, and is thus retrieved. A component can be considered as

constructed, even if only a small number of three-dimensional points are within the shown range.

In determining the threshold size, the possibility whether a component is covered by the sensor

or quantitative data are proportionately acquired should be taken into consideration.

About the component shown in Fig. 5(c), the number of three-dimensional data points within

component range is much higher than the pre-determined threshold; it is thus considered as a

constructed component. Fig. 5(d) shows the final three-dimensional as-constructed model [12].

Fig 4: A view of the construction of an under-construction steel structure
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Fig 5: (a) three-dimensional Cad model, (b) coupling a three-dimensional Cad model with three-

dimensional data like construction, (c) coupling components of three-dimensional model with

extracted three-dimensional data, (d) the final three-dimensional Cad model of construction [12].

2.4.2. Application Method of Filter masks

In this process, the filter masks of photos based on three-dimensional Cad is used as

reference information to show which part of the image needs further research. Photographic filter

masks of a perspective is an image of communication of three-dimensional Cad model. When a

three-dimensional model is imaged on the two-dimensional image by correcting the angle and

zooming the image, the mask with its configuration is already properly has determined the

location of intended member in the image space. In other words, if the mask is placed on the zero

and one picture, all unrelated members could be simply filtered. The concept and method of use

of masks has already been research and developed [13]. The masks are compared one by one

with filtering based photos prepared by HSV, a Median Filter and morphological operators to

determine whether or not each member has been made. Comparison is by focusing on a certain

range of a component to measure the progress based on level. A simple decision rule like "If

member image’s surface is more than half the surface of the mask, the member has been

installed" can be used.
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3. Progress assessment using model and three-dimensional image overlay

In this method, after justification of images and creation of a three-dimensional image

model, the prototype model is added as an augmented reality to the image model of the

construction site, and then the comparison is made.

3.1. Calibration of Cameras

The first task in producing the model and as-constructed image overlay is relating the three-

dimensional virtual model to two-dimensional images; that is, each point in the three-

dimensional model such as p (x, y) is precisely linked to the image coordinates P (u, v). When

using periodic images, the camera is positioned in a fixed location in the construction site;

therefore, if the camera is set up once, the relation between images and virtual model is

determined for all subsequent pictures. As cameras are subject to movement and vibration due to

gravity or other external forces such as wind, such adjustments should also be studied and

applied. Images and the camera coordinate system are set by a series of parameters; for instance,

focal length of camera lens, pixel size, the position of the centre position in the image, and

rotation from the actual state [9]. To register the camera, these internal and external camera

parameters should be determined. Internal parameters relate the camera coordinate system to the

intended coordinate system (including the effective focal length, aspect ratio, the coordinates of

image centre, and the coefficient of radial distortion); and external parameters relate the camera

coordinate system to a fixed camera coordinate system and identify its position and rotation in

the space (Rotation matrix and transmission vector). Autodesk Vis. Software can be employed

for automation of the above configurations [1].
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Fig 6: Reconstruction stages of the building and observing distortion by the basic model

3.2. Reconstruction of camera and as-built view space

This model requires corrected camera data including external parameters (the relative

position and rotation) and internal parameters (focal length and lens distortion). In addition,

overlaying the reconstructed image with the designed model needs the absolute position of

cameras; therefore, one does not merely rely on camera or equipment such as GPS or wireless

detectors to find the location, rotation, and geometry of the image in this system, but some

information items are calculated using computer visual techniques on the images.

3.2.1. Recovery of camera parameters

First a set of terrains is specified on each image. Then these terrains are coupled on all images

and finally SFM method is employed to retrieve the internal and external parameters of the

camera. EXIF [14] tags of image files are used to estimate the focal length. However, EXIF tags

are not essential when their information is inaccurate. In this system, SFM provides only the

relative position of each camera; therefore, another computing system should be used to calculate

the transition between the prototype and as-constructed models [1]. A set of three dimensional

points of construction condition are connected to the original three-dimensional model so that the

sum of least squares errors is minimized. A set of three-dimensional points of the as-constructed
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situation is connected to those in the prototype model so as to minimize the sum of least square

errors.

3.2.2. Finding and coupling the key points

The first step in reconstruction of as-constructed view is finding the terrain points of each

image that can be used to restore the view structure. This can be accomplished by (SIFT) [15,

16] point detection technique which has been examined by researchers in other studies [17] [18]

[19] [20]. A 500 x 500 pixels thumbnail produces about 1500 to 2000 SIFT combinations.

3.2.3. Representation of as-built view

After the as-built view is reconstructed and overlaid on the three-dimensional prototype

model, the obtained view should be used for mutual scanning. The following data structure is

used to display the as-constructed view:

- A set of key points where each key point includes a three-dimensional position and

colour of its own as well as the average of all images that share the same point is obtained;

- A series of cameras when the internal and external parameters are known;

- A mapping between each point and all cameras observing that point;

- A list of camera numbers which have observed that point, the position of that point in

local coordinates of the images and SIFT key point index.

When these sets of information are stored, cameras are justified and each camera can display

that view from its own viewpoint.

Fig 7: Implémentation of three-dimensional model of the project with one of project photos. As

can be seen, some of the foundations and walls have not yet been built [1].
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3.3. Observing deviations progress

When the camera has been set, the prototype model can be overlaid on the image taken

by camera. The difference between the prototype model and as-constructed image can be

determined easily in this step.

These differences are determined by manual analysis, and the delayed or physically constructed

components are identified. Timing deviation of components are formed by the management

group, based on the schedule and acquired value analysis (EVA). These deviations can be

separated by colours. One method to view project progress deviations is through traffic colour

spectrum applications [21] [22]. As observed in Fig. 6, the colour spectrum on the prototype

model is used to convey progress deviations. The displayed image shows the real project

progress. Behind-schedule, on-schedule, ahead-of-schedule statuses are distinguished by

different colours.

Fig 8: The initial three-dimensional model has taken place on the photo and have been separated

by using the traffic color spectrum [23].

4. Conclusions:

According to research conducted in the field of building three-dimensional prototype

model production and development of these models to four-dimensional models connected to

time data, detailed reports can be provided to project managers and operators about project

physical progress by providing construction site images and modifying them using image

processing techniques to allow comparison with prototype models. Nevertheless, there are many

problems in this regard; for instance, the issues related to the justification of the size of elements

in images, justification of angles in photos, and obstacles blocking or interfering with visibility,

and most importantly the vision field of cameras that links the full coverage of the project to the
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set-up of a variety of cameras, both fixed and mobile. Also, the nature of construction projects is

such that the visibility scope of cameras becomes limited as different components and coatings

such as walls and ceilings are built. This has discouraged the use and application of images for

recording and controlling project progress as a comprehensive way. Also, due to direct

relationship between this technique and image processing sciences, the cooperation of project

management and construction activists and researchers with image processing researchers can

have a beneficial effect on removing the operational barriers of this technique and its application

as a comprehensive approach in construction project control.
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